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Abstract: Onttological developments are emerging
e
techniques
which allow uss to successfully
ly manage the stringent
s
demannds of
exchanging annd sharing inforrmation and knnowledge in thee field
of manufacturring. In this work,
w
we presennt an ontologyy that
models the capabilities annd capacities of manufactuuring
e
the alloocation of thesse resources duuring
resources to enable
Process Plannning and Prroduction Plannning and Coontrol
activities. The paper incluudes a descripption and graaphic
representationn of the princiipal entities annd relations of the
proposed ontoology, as well ass the classificattion taxonomy of
o the
physical manuf
ufacturing resouurces.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
The needd to exchangge and sharee information and
knowledge in a complete andd coherent way –interoperabilitty– is
a key factor inn the developmeent and manufaacturing processs of a
product in thhe domain off the extendedd and collaborrative
enterprise. In the case of maanufacturing ressources, this neeed is
v
stages of product life
l
cycle, succh as
reflected in various
resource alloccation or resouurce configuratiion in workstattions,
virtual cells, and so on. These decisioons must be made
m
collaborativelyy between thhe Process Planning
P
(PP) and
Production Plaanning and Conntrol (PP&C) activities,
a
usingg data
to describe capabilities annd capacities of manufacturing
mmon
resources. Thee integration off PP and PP&C requires a com
semantic reprresentation esppecially for reesources. Withh this
objective in mind, ontollogies such as PSL –Proocess
Specification Language– (ISO-18629, 2005) have been
developed, whhich establishess a formal descrription of the enntities
in the manufaacturing domainn, the propertiees they possesss, the
relationships they
t
participate in, the constraaints they are suubject
to, and the paatterns of behaavior they exhiibit. However, PSL
deals only witth the process plan
p
modeling, but does not model
m
the informatioon or knowledgee required durinng process plannning.
The TOV
VE enterprise model
m
(Fox andd Gruninger, 1998)
1
includes an ontology
o
for managing
m
manuufacturing resources
with a resourcce description basically orienteed to the purposses of
PP&C. In a more general fram
mework for bussiness processes, the
e al., 2004) haandles the conceept of resource with
work of (Lin et
emphasis on providing a hoomogeneous unnderstanding of
o the
i
sem
mantic
terms related to manufacturring, and on improving
interoperabilitty and the reuse of knowledge
k
w
within
manufacturingg teams in the extended enterprrise.
In a previous paper (Solaano et al., 20099), the authors have
assessed the ability
a
of PSL to represent thhe process plann, but
have found shortcomings when modeeling the resoource
information needed
n
duringg the differennt stages of plan
generation, suuch as resource allocation, resoource configuraation,
and so on.
In this papper, we presentt an ontologicaal proposal focuusing
on the descriiption and com
mposition of the
t
capabilitiess and
capacities of the available physical manuufacturing resources
(machines, toools and fixturess) which offer a common sem
mantic

P and PP&C
C. This seman
ntic allows thee
for the tasks of PP
conffiguration of ressources, which are defined in a recurrent wayy
from
m the states annd properties oof the resourcees which makee
them
m up.

2. MANUFACTU
M
URING RES
SOURCES
The
T
MANDA
ATE initiativee –MANufaccturing DATaa
Exch
hange– (ISO-15531, 2005) ddefines resourcces as devices,,
toolss and means –including
–
hum
man– at the disposal
d
of thee
enterprise to producce goods or serrvices. MANDA
ATE introducess
c
of cappability –abilityy or possibility of carrying outt
the concepts
an activity
a
with quuantifiable beneefits– and capaccity –capabilityy
of a resource to peerform its expected function, in particular inn
term
m of amount off production– aas means to ch
haracterize andd
utilizze resources.
In
I the ontologgy of manufaccturing resourcces establishedd
with
hin the framew
work of the TOVE project, th
he concept of a
resource is not thee innate propertties of an objecct, but rather a
prop
perty derived from
fr
its behaviior in relation to an activity..
Thiss ontology reassones over how
w the propertiees of resourcess
can change as a result
r
of the aactivity in quesstion, and alsoo
conssiders the alloocation of resoources in a sccheduling taskk
throu
ugh recognitionn of its capacitiees.
The
T PSL ontollogy presents a similar conceept of resource::
any object that is reequired for an aactivity. PSL in
ncludes variouss
expllicit references to resources, focusing on representing
r
itss
capaacities and on the
t alternativess for structuring
g and groupingg
of reesources.
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Fig. 1. UML repressentation of thee basic entities and
a relations off
the proposed
p
ontoloogy

3. RESOURCES ONTOLOGY
The proposal assumes and integrates PSL and MANDATE
concepts, and develops or specializes some concepts or
properties to answer competence questions which are the
subject of the ontology.
In this ontology (figure 1), an Activity is a change, a
transformation or a behavior that gives a result and that can be
repeated. An Object is any element, tangible or untangible, that
exists (e.g. a machine, a person or information). Resources are
entities that participate in Activities and which are sustained by
Objects (e.g. a machine carrying out a machining operation).
An ActivityOccurrence is the specific execution of an Activity
and a Role is the specific use of a Resource in an
ActivityOccurrence. These specific realizations or executions
are represented through the realizes (ActivityOccurrence,
Activity) and behaves (Role, Resource) relations, respectively,
whose inverse relations are isRealizedby (Activity,
ActivityOcurrence) and has (Resource, Role). Therefore, the
entities ActivityOccurrence and Role represent all possible
instances/executions of an Activity and of a Resource
respectively.
The entity Capability represents the characteristics that
describe the type of benefit that a Resource may develop in an
Activity. The Capabilities describe the ability modeled and its
level of completion, qualitatively or quantitatively. A particular
type of Capability is the Capacity entity, which represents the
capability of a Resource to perform its expected function in
term of amount of production, as defined in MANDATE.
All the entities of the ontology allow the formedBy relation
or its inverse formsPartOf, which express the possibility of
recurrent aggregation (composition or decomposition) between
entities of the same type. The hasRole relation, between Object
and Role, together with the isPresent relation, between Role
and ActivityOccurrence represent the role played by an Object
when it participates in a specific ActivityOccurrence. The
takesPartIn relation, between Object and Resource, together
with the executing relation, between Resource and Activity,
represent the potential of an Object to perform a type of Activity
–Resource-. The characterizedBy relation, between Resource
and Capability and its inverse characterizes (Capability,
Resource) express the particular Capabilities of the Resource.
The entities ActivityOccurrence and Activity of the
Resources Ontology are equivalent to the homonim entities of
the PSL ontology, and this allows the possibility of using
specific PSL relations (“PSL relations”) between these entities
of our ontology (figure 1).
Figure 2 shows the classification of physical manufacturing
resources using three criteria. One of these establishes the
difference between Resources according to their contribution
(Machine, Tool, Fixture and Other_Resource). Another of the
criteria
establishes
that
the
resources
can
be
Generic_Resources,
Specific_Resources
and
Individual_Resources, which allows us to group their
capabilities in order to respond to the allocation of generic
resources for the purposes of PP and PP&C with different
levels of abstraction/concretion. Finally, there is the possibility
to configure types of resources (Resource_Groups) which have
a collection of abilities which must be understood as a single
complex
ability
with
different
levels
of
detail
(Machine_Configurations, WorkStations and WorkCells).

4. CONCLUSION
In this work the authors have proposed an ontology to
represent manufacturing resources that facilitates the
management and sharing of information/knowledge through a
unified semantics for the activities of PP and PP&C. This
proposal incorporates concepts from others sources such as
MANDATE, TOVE and PSL.

In future work, we will extend the scope and domain of this
ontology to create a capability ontology for the collaborative
development of products and processes in the environment of
the extended enterprise, as well as its integration in a
foundational ontology.
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